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Background
The Challenges: Health professions education institutions confront the
challenge of preparing learners for the complex societies of the XXI
century.
The Opportunities: Understanding Sex and Gender topics are key for
providing up-to-date, precise, and unique care for patients.
❖ San Juan Bautista School of Medicine (SJBSM) Interprofessional
Curriculum in Sex and Gender through Arts and Humanities, was developed
using design thinking tools to address the required competencies in
diversity and inclusion.
❖ This committee integrates four academic health programs and their interest
group.
❖ Implementing curricular innovation to address competencies in diversity and
inclusion, through activities and in-class references, has shown to enhance
the participation of students at our institution.
❖ SJBSM Precision Medicine Interest Group (SJBPMG) was inscribed on
06/2021.
❖ Precision Medicine is a new dynamic model of health care that takes into
account individual differences in people’s genes, environments and
lifestyles.

Specific Aim

Results
In which program are you currently enrolled?

• The SJBPMG already has 42 active members which
demonstrates the student's interest in integrating topics of sex and
gender with the proposed model.
• The infographic about sex-related differences in markers of
immune activation in virologically suppressed HIV- infected
patients has 105 impressions on our social media platform.

Figure 1. Distribution of Academic Programs of participating students.

Were you aware of this difference by sex and gender before reading
the infographic?

• From our preliminary data, 64% of the participants knew about
this difference before responding to the survey which suggests the
engagement of this topic in our medical school.
• 80% of the students strongly agree that knowing sex and gender
difference improves one's ability to manage patients.
• From our Precision Medicine Round about “Unconscious Biases
in Healthcare”, 42.9% of the students reported that the topics
discussed in this activity are rarely cover in class or in their
academic curriculum.

Figure 2. Distribution of Academic Programs of participating students.

1) Develop a curricular innovation alongside SJPMG to address
competencies in diversity and inclusion.

Conclusion

The topics discussed in this activity are covered in class or in your
academic curriculum?

Future Works
• Long term implementation
assessment.

and

continuous

outcomes

2) Evaluate the effectiveness of integrating SJBPMG with the
interprofessional curriculum.

• Use REDCap software to validate the questionnaire and
collect data on this academic year’s scheduled activities.

3) Analyze the impact of infographics, case discussion and Precision
Medicine Round for educational purposes.

• Establish collaborations with other health professional
educational institutions and other programs at our institution.

Methods
Identification of teaching / learning
opportunities and instructional design.

• Student development opportunities in sex and gender issues.
Figure 3. Distribution of unconscious biases topics being discussed in class or academic curriculum.
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